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Abstract

The spaces set aside for the dead in contemporary cities have 
been shifted to the periphery. As a result the built fabric of 
today’s suburbs does little to acknowledge the mortality of their 
inhabitants. 

This thesis aims to introduce spaces for the dead into 
these suburbs through a network of memorial walls, known as 
‘columbaria’, which will provide inhabitants with the option of 
interment closer to their own communities.

A series of design principles have been developed, through 
research and design testing, for the distribution and composition 
of these spaces. This testing has been carried out through a 
design case study, focusing on site selection and design, based in 
Wellington city.

The resulting design principles provide a framework for the 
establishment of a place for death within contemporary suburbs, 
increasing their inhabitants’ awareness of their own mortality, 
and consequently their appreciation of life.
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Glossary of Terms

Columbarium A wall containing niches for the interment of ashes.

Columbaria  The Plural form of Columbarium.

Churchyard A small burial area associated with a nearby church. 
Generally found at a settlement’s centre.

Cemetery A larger scale burial area generally found at the 
settlement’s edge when first constructed.

Interment The act of disposing of/storing human remains.
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The space allocated for the dead in the contemporary city is 
a topic subject to much discussion across a wide variety of 

disciplines, from sociology to history. However spatial design 
disciplines such as Landscape Architecture and Urban Design 
have contributed relatively little to this discourse, particularly 
in terms of propositions for spaces other than the city-scale 
cemetery now seen as the norm in most western cities. 

In one of the few architectural discussions of these spaces 
Last Landscapes: The Architecture of the Cemetery in the West Ken 
Worpole identifies the need for these propositions, stating that:

“…unless planners, architects and landscape designers take 
seriously the issue of how to create new kinds of cemeteries ... there 
is a real danger of creating cities without memory, cities in denial 
of death and humanity.”(31)

As such this thesis seeks to investigate this topic through 
Landscape Architecture and Urban Design.

 

Problem

Traditional settlement patterns have generally involved a space 
allocated for the dead close to the community’s centre. These 
spaces were generally experienced on an everyday basis by 
the town’s inhabitants. The town churchyard is a commonly 
referenced example of this. 

However when cities of considerable density have 
developed, such as the cities of the west following the industrial 
revolution, the spaces allocated for the dead have been pushed 
to the periphery. These spaces are more difficult to reach and are 
seldom experienced on a frequent basis by the communities for 
whom they are built. This is particularly true in today’s cities, 
where the periphery is often hours of travel from the places where 
the majority of people live. 

Ultimately the built fabric of today’s suburbs does little 
to acknowledge the mortality of their own inhabitants. 

Figure 1. Problem Diagram
Source: The Author

Traditional distribution 
of space for the dead.

Shift to the periphery 
with increased density.

Communities without physical 
manifestations of death.

Settlement

Space for the Dead
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Aim

The proposition investigated in this thesis is: 

To find space for the dead within today’s suburbs.

More specifically it aims to investigate existing suburbs in 
Wellington city. Because these suburbs are existing rather than 
blank green fields sites, the spatial footprint that can be worked 
with is somewhat smaller. 

Figure 2. Aim Diagram
Source: The Author

Re-introduction of 
space for the dead.

Scope

Between 70% and 80% of New Zealanders choose to be 
cremated(Raudon), as such the thesis focuses on options for 
interment on cremated remains through the columbarium.

This proposition does not argue for the replacement of 
the existing centralised system of large cemeteries, but rather to 
augment it with a series of ‘satellite’ spaces for the dead located 
close to their associated communites.

As practices around death are often the product of cultural 
and religious beliefs, the death practices of New Zealand’s 
common cultures and faiths has been reviewed in order to work 
from a more informed understanding of the country’s present day 
diversity. However most of these communities are spread across 
entire cities and as such require a  centralised space rather than 
one tied to any one particular suburb. 

Instead the proposition looks to provide a religiously/
culturally non-specific option, seeking to cater to those with a 
strong connection to a specific suburban community rather than 
a specific faith or culture. This also aligns with New Zealand’s 
increasingly  secular population. (Roudon)
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Significance

This thesis provides an example or case study for those carrying 
out more in-depth theoretical research on the topic of spaces for 
the dead.

The design principles produced and refined throughout 
the design/research process could have practical use for those 
working on similar real world projects involving spaces for the 
dead.

Planning, policy and design professionals may also find 
the processes used helpful in making a proposition for the 
introduction of controversial land uses.

Also, as a review of the Burial and Cremation Act (1964) by 
the Law Commission is currently underway (Brett), the thesis has 
the potential to contribute to the larger contemporary discussion 
surrounding the future of New Zealand’s attitudes towards death 
and spaces for the dead.

Methodology

The design research for this thesis has not been linear. While 
an initial background was established at the beginning of the 
process, further background material has been uncovered as new 
problems have presented themselves throughout the process.

The design and research aspects of the thesis are therefore 
strongly interrelated. However for the sake of clarity the thesis has 
been split into background, proposition and discussion. 

The background consists of a Context Review (II) chapter 
consisting of historical, theoretical and cultural sections, and 
a Precedent Studies (III) chapter reviewing contemporary 
approaches to the siting and design of columbaria walls.

The proposition begins with a Design Principles (IV) 
chapter detailing the principles which have been used throughout 
the proposal. A chapter is then devoted to Site Selection (V)
within six of Wellington’s Suburbs. This leads to the Design (VI) 
taking two of these sites and developing design solutions for each.

The discussion is found in the final chapter, an Exegesis (VII) 
of both the design principles and their application to Wellington 
City .

Context Review

Design

Precedent Studies

Site Selection

Design Principles

Exegesis

Background
Proposition

D
iscussion

Theoretical

Newtown

Site Selection

Design

Historical

Brooklyn

Cultural

Kilbirnie

Design

Design Principles

Figure 3. Thesis Method  Diagram
Source: The Author
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Design Principles

While the principles have developed from ideas to 
normative spatial propositions throughout the background 
chapters, a summary of them is given here in order to better 
illustrate how they evolve throughout the thesis.

Throughout the thesis these symbols are used to notate 
when the specific idea behind each principle is being discussed. 
In the core chapters they are used to indicate where design 
principles are being applied. Within the exegesis each of these 
ideas serves as a section of the chapter, where that aspect of both 
the design and the principle itself is critically assessed.

Informed Introduction Layered Intimacy

Individualised Interment

Infill Impacts

Obvious Improvement

&

Aligning space for the dead with the community’s core without undermining 
its existing significance to the community.

Taking into account the impacts 
of a space for the dead on the 

surrounding land uses...

Selecting underutilised sites where 
a designed intervention will be an 

obvious improvement.

Integrate other land uses which are 
of clear benefit to the community 

with the space for the dead.

Distinctive Spaces Clear Transitions

Establish a sequence of distinctive spaces, separated by clear thresholds, 
leading from public to intimate and concluding with a space for ceremony and 

interment.

Allow for individualisation within the commemorative spaces without 
compromising the design’s overall integrity.

...and the impact of these land uses 
on the space for the dead when 

selecting the site. 

1

3

3.1 3.2

2

2.1 2.2

4

4.1 4.2

5
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Introduction

In order to understand why the built fabric of today’s suburbs 
do so little to acknowledge their inhabitants mortality, the 

historical, theoretical and cultural context of spaces built to 
commemorate the dead must first be addressed. 

This is a rich subject with many debates ranging through 
a variety of subtopics. However due to the limited scope of the 
thesis, those of specific relevance to the aim of the thesis have 
been the primary focus. Insights gained from these discussions 
are intended to contribute directly to the development of the 
design principles.

This chapter achieves this by first examining the history 
of spaces or the dead, focusing on their distribution in relation 
to settlement and the spatial practices of their associated 
communities.

Following this, theoretical perspectives relevant to the topic 
are addressed. The issue of society’s ‘death taboo’ is discussed, 
followed by a look at the prominent approaches to memorial last 
century, particularly following World War II.

 Next the specific cultural context of New Zealand is 
examined with regards to the problem, in particular the growing 
prominence of issues around death in an aging society, the varied 
beliefs existing in a multicultural country, and the specific ‘kiwi’ 
culture of death.

Finally, the propositions made by Christopher Alexander in 
his book A Pattern Language regarding ‘grave sites’ are discussed 
as an example of previous approaches to the problem of finding 
spaces for the dead in the places where we live.
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Historical Context 

The shift of space for the dead from a community’s centre to the 
periphery is a reoccurring change often tied to settlement density. 
One of the first societies to experience this shift was that of 
3000BC – 2000BC Mesopotamian civilisation in the modern day 
country of Iraq. 

Earlier settlements of a relatively small size within this 
civilization were characterised by spaces for the dead located at 
the centre. In describing the settlement of Kish, Torres-Rouff, 
Pestle and Daverman point out: “Although failing to conform 
to modern norms defining cemeteries as removed places used 
exclusively for disposing of the dead, the … residential burials, made 
in such close proximity to living spaces, would have served to extend 
and strengthen ties between the living and the dead.” (199) They 
argue that these ties are important to the formation of a collective 
identity for the relatively young civilisation. (200) However later 
records of the larger city of Ur indicate that spaces for the dead 
had been moved to the edge of the city. (Wilford) (McIntosh 224)

The transition of ancient Greek city states to the classical 
period also saw a similar shift of space for the dead from 
settlement centre to periphery. The main spaces for the dead in 

Athens were located within the city limits at Kerameikos and 
Agora Archaic cemetery. (Morris 21) However as the city’s density 
increased this changed: by “… c. 500 BC new cemeteries seem to 
begin outside ... the city gates.”(22) 

This explicit border of the cities edge as a line between space 
for the living and the dead is perhaps best exemplified in Rome 
where laws “…forbade burial or cremation within the city walls 
(pomerium), and led over time to the establishment of loca religiosa 
(formal cemeteries).”(Retief 134) These ‘loca’ also held some of the 
first columbaria which “…during the period under discussion [c.800 
BC – c.100 AD were] the preferred procedure [ for interment].”(135) 

It is clear that this shift of space for the dead from 
settlements centres to their periphery is not solely a modern 
process, but has, in fact, occurred in many situations where 
population density has risen to a certain level.

Since the fall of the Roman Empire and the rise of 
Christianity in the west, however, settlement has occurred 
primarily with the space for the dead at the centre. The 
population densities which had existed were for the most part 
dispersed, leading to lower density settlements and contributing 
to the shift of these spaces back to the centre of settlement. The 
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formation of a collective identity, cited as a reason for the earlier 
central spaces for the dead in Kish (Torres-Rouff, Pestle and Daverman), 
may also have played a role in this shift in the Christian world, as 
the religion was still in its relative infancy.

The pre-industrial revolution landscape of mortality was “…
largely comprised [of] small-scale graveyards owned and managed 
by the established church and usually surrounding the church 
itself.” (Rugg “Lawn Cemeteries” 215) In essence the placement of the 
space for the dead was bound to the placement of the actual 
church. It follows that, as the church was a community centre, the 
churchyard was generally found directly adjacent to the church, at 
the centre of settlement.

The churchyard had a largely informal character, seldom 
being the product of a specific ‘design’ and was small in scale 
(Basmajian and Coutts 306) allowing for a sense of intimacy within 
what is still effectively a ‘public’ space. It has become the space for 
the dead associated with lower density settlement in the western 
world.

The industrial revolution brought about many dramatic 
changes in society, not the least of which was a dramatic 
increase in population densities. The churchyards, which had 

been established to accommodate lower population densities 
of preindustrial settlement, quickly filled leaving a demand for 
further space for burial. (Rugg “A Few Remarks on Modern Sepulture” 
116) The prevailing response was to find a large tract of readily 
available land “…perhaps half a mile away…” from the settlement’s 
edge. (Rugg “Defining the Place of Burial” 261) Perhaps the most 
discussed example of this is Paris, where the overcrowding of 
churchyards was particularly severe. “In 1765 the Parliament 
of Paris published a decree that proposed to move burial from 
the heart of the city to its periphery…” (“A Few Remarks on Modern 
Sepulture” 114)

The fact that early cemeteries were generally built at the 
periphery is perhaps not clear on first consideration. Most have 
been absorbed by the urban fabric as suburbs developed around 
and past them. In many cases they have become a central part of 
the suburb, and are now described as “urban cemeteries” (Odland 
44).  However their origins are still generally that of a large tract of 
land at the periphery of a settlement. 

A well-known example of this is Père-Lachaise. When it 
was first established (at the behest of the previously mentioned 
decree) by urban planner Nicolas Frochot in 1804 it was almost 
2km from the city’s edge, and was deemed too far by the Parisian 
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population, seeing very few burials in its first ten years. (paris.fr) 
However as the city expanded it quickly became one of Paris’ most 
central cemeteries and an integral part of the 20th arrondissement. 
It was fiercely defended by the same Parisian population when its 
relocation was proposed by Baron Haussmann later that century. 
(Odland 41) 

As cities have grown larger, so too have the populations the 
cemeteries are required to serve. While the first cemeteries were 
large in comparison to the churchyards which preceded them, 
the ever increasing growth of urban populations meant that these 
spaces were, in turn, filled. Of course the response to this was to 
once again find a large space tract of readily available land. 

However with the suburbanisation that occurred in many 
cities in the latter half of last century, the edge of the city is no 
longer the edge of a specific residential settlement, and instead of 
a twenty minute trip to the cemetery, up to a two hour commute 
is now required. This has led to what Worpole describes as “…
severing the geographical (and anthropological) link between the 
community of life and the community of death.” (31) 

In addition these modern cemeteries are built to cater to 
communities of hundreds of thousands rather than thousands, 

leading critics such as Aaron Odland to argue that “…a cemetery 
of decent size tends to be more the scale of a regional park than a 
neighbourhood park.”(41) Worpole argues that in this adjustment 
of scales the nuances of culture have often been passed over and 
that “Many modern cemeteries seem to be designed in the spirit of 
mass production…” (56) This change in scale is more than just a 
difference in acres; it has a profound impact on the intimacy of 
the spaces. 

While in many cases the old churchyard would be retained, 
in others the dead would literally be moved to the new sites 
in order to allow development on that land. Odland uses the 
example of a former Jewish Burial Ground near his apartment 
in San Francisco: “The land was purchased by the city of San 
Francisco just before the earthquake of 1908, and the bodies were 
exhumed and relocated to Colma, a suburb just south of the city. 
This happened to most of the burial sites in San Francisco during 
that same era, with city expansion …  justifying the exchange of land 
use.”(40) This, combined with San Francisco’s only land border 
being to the south, has led to Colma having 1.5 million dead 
across 17 cemeteries despite having a living population of only 
1,191. (Brennan)

1
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Theoretical Context

A question which emerges is to what extent is this actually a 
problem? At the centre of this question is the premise that these 
spaces are, as Worpole argues, “…a vital part of the urban pallet of 
public institutions and public open space…”

A common argument is that this shift of spaces for the dead 
to the periphery is a symptom of a larger societal denial of death. 
It has been commonly put forward that, since the end of the 
Victorian era (which was noticeably fixated with death) (Rugg “A 
Few Remarks on Modern Sepulture” 119) death has effectively become 
another taboo within Western Society.  In 1915 Sigmund Freud 
stated that “We showed an unmistakable tendency to put death on 
one side, eliminate it from life. We tried to hush it up” (77-78) While 
more recently Curl has associated changes in spaces for the dead 
to “…an irrational desire to deny that death and its realities have 
any place in the modern world” (360) The lack of a daily reminder 
of mortality via a space allocated for the dead could certainly be 
attributed to these attempts to ‘hush death’.

However the actual existence of this death taboo is debated 
by several contemporary authors. Worpole states that: “I do not 
subscribe to the commonly expressed view that modern societies 

have ‘abolished’ death or hidden it from view.”(8) It has been argued 
that, if death was such a taboo, it is “…a very badly kept secret; 
such that there are over 750 books now in print asserting that 
we are ignoring the subject.” (Tarlow 6) Indeed the proposition 
that death is somehow ‘hidden’ within contemporary society is 
a difficult one to accept when considering the exposure to death 
found in film, television and news media alone.

However this does not necessarily debase the importance 
of spaces for the dead as reminders of mortality. In many cases 
these other reminders of death, while present, are easily dismissed 
as exterior to oneself, whereas experiencing an actual physical 
manifestation of death, in particular the presence of human 
remains, can serve as a much stronger reminder of the universality 
of human mortality. Worpole points out that the media, in 
particular film and television, portray the cemetery more often 
than the landscape does and that the ‘fictional’ cemetery has a far 
stronger presence in the contemporary psyche than that of the 
actual space for the dead experienced on a daily basis (8). As such 
he concludes that “… While I do believe that most people still treat 
death seriously, I do think that in its topographical, processional, 
landscaping and architectural aspects, commemoration has been 
poorly served in recent times.” 

3.1
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This debate over the ‘death taboo’ played an important 
role in discussion surrounding approaches to commemorative 
memorials throughout last century. This focused primarily on the 
War Memorials of the United States, however it can be applied to 
most western civilisations, particularly those which participated 
in the ‘World Wars’. At the centre of this discussion was the 
‘traditional memorial’ (often described as ‘dead’) and the ‘living 
memorial’.

Joseph Hudnut’s 1945 book The Monument does not 
Remember represented one of the strongest voices in this 
argument, arguing that the traditional memorials would “…try 
to bring the grim business to your doorstep in a democratic guise. 
They will not succeed. The war will hide its head behind the common 
man quite as easily as behind the trophies of conquerors.” (57) These 
traditional memorials were argued to be based on a symbolism 
no longer relevant to contemporary society. In many cases they 
were argued to have become “…symbols not of victory or of peace 
but of industrial capitalism’s penchant for war, as well as its related 
inability to care for its public spaces and built environment.” 
(Shanken 139) In many cases the traditional memorials were 
portrayed as monuments to the leaders and generals involved 
in wars (Forum) rather than the ‘common man’ mentioned by 
Hudnut. They were commonly associated with death, generally 

in a negative light. Shanken describes the rhetoric of one critic; 
Louis Bromfield, as such: “For Broomfield the appellation “dead” 
damned the traditional memorial, and he repeated it gleefully like a 
dirty word…” This seems to demonstrate, at least to some extent, 
an aversion to death similar to that discussed previously.

The alternative to these ‘dead’ memorials was the ‘living 
memorial’. These memorials were to serve as practical and 
utilitarian land uses which would, by virtue of their use, 
commemorate the sacrifices of war. A 1945 edition of The 

Architectural Forum argued that “With the recognition that the 
price of victory had been paid by the group came a correlative 
feeling that the war memorial might best commemorate the 

group sacrifice by increasing group welfare.”(141) Lewis Mumford 
argued against this, stating that “… such a practical result cannot 
be achieved by an auditorium or a swimming pool , perfunctorily 
named a memorial. These useful structures do not bind us to the 

dead…” However, as Shanken points out, where these would have 
been “…a common sentiment during World War I; in 1945 [they] 

represented a shrinking minority.”(132)

Interestingly much of this debate and discussion occurred 
during (not after) the Second World War. It is described as a “…
long and wide ranging wartime debate over memorials that for 
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two years had filled the pages of art and architectural magazines, 
the popular press, trade and even scholarly journals.”(Shanken 130) 
This is likely because for commemoration to be integrated in to 
public infrastructure the concept of ‘living memorials’ would have 
to be approved by the time post-war development began (which 
was almost immediately). In fact designs for specific memorial 
community centres were already featuring in magazines such as 
The Architectural Forum prior to the allied victory in the Pacific. 
(145)

The memorials which resulted from these discussions were, 
of course, far less polemic than the discussions surrounding 
them. (Shanken 130) Much of the time while the community centre 
or park would be named as a memorial, a smaller section of 
the development would also be devoted to a more traditional 
memorial. (Forum 147)

The concept of integrating other utilitarian land uses in 
to a memorial is an effective one, as it encourages continued 
community involvement with the memorial. (Shanken 133) 
However the most effective of these also retained specific physical 
manifestations of this memorial, rather than abolishing them 
entirely as was argued by many of the traditional memorial’s 
strongest critics. 

&

3.2
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Cultural Context

The living memorial has also been made use of throughout 
New Zealand, though perhaps not quite as extensively. The 
war monument remained the most prominent mode of 
commemoration. So much so that NZS 4242, revised in 1995, 
still includes a standard for an obelisk and a spire in its drawing 
specifications (20,21).  However there still exist a large number 
of memorial schools, parks and halls throughout the country. 
Smaller, more ad-hoc forms of memorial influenced by the ‘living 
memorial’ concept have also increased significantly, in particular 
the tradition of memorial seats and fountains now found across 
the country. Similarly, the use of roadside crosses for accident 
victims can be seen as an extension of the traditional memorial 
which has become a commonplace commemoration of road 
deaths throughout the country.

The ‘death taboo’ also exists within New Zealand to a certain 
extent. Despite a being exposed to death in the media frequently 
we possess quite an aversion to the physical presence of death. A 
recent example of this is a crematorium proposed for Sydenham 
in Christchurch, which was met by strong opposition by the local 
community despite having all required consents. A quote from 
local MP Jim Anderton exemplifies the sentiment that a business 

associated with death, no matter how successful, will not be 
accepted if its placement isn’t well considered: “This is an area 
which really needs revitalization, and plonking a crematorium in 
the middle of it doesn’t have the right ring to it…” (Sachdeva) This 
makes clear the sensitivity of New Zealanders to the placement of 
spaces associated with death.

New Zealand has its own specific culture around death. 
Sally Rauden has researched this by comparing practices in 
New Zealand, Norway, Sweden and Scotland. (Raudon “Angelboxes 
in the Land of Ikea”) Though all countries with a similar level of 
secular beliefs, she found that New Zealand’s practices were 
still significantly different, focusing far more on the individual. 
(Harvey) We have a tendency to customise ceremonies to reflect 
the personality of the deceased rather than follow a strict ritual. 
(Raudon “The Nz Way of Death”) This desire for the opportunity to 
customise and individualise is a noteworthy aspect of our culture 
of death. The speed at which this tendency has developed also 
exemplifies that New Zealanders are relatively receptive to 
cultural changes surrounding mortality, as long as they are not 
too dramatic.
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However as much as there are a number of cultural 
tendencies which can be attributed to New Zealanders as a whole, 
our society is a multicultural one, and therefore our beliefs and 
practices around death are inherently multifaceted.  This is best 
addressed in the book Last Words commissioned by the Funeral 
Directors Association of New Zealand and edited by Margot 
Schwass. In this book the predominant cultures and faiths of New 
Zealand are described in relation to their practices around death. 
An analysis of this text has been performed focusing specifically 
on spatial practices of these communities in relation to spaces for 
the dead. (See Fig. 4)

Most notable is the fact that there are several cultures and 
faiths which are very much uncomfortable with cremation. For 
this reason any solution involving just cremation must act as an 
augmentation to the existing system of cemeteries rather than 
as a replacement. In addition the discomfort these communities 
may feel with cremation must be taken in to account when siting 
spaces associated with death. Also of importance is that almost all 
groups have a preference for some form of committal ceremony. 
With this in mind, any space of commemoration would need to 
be able to accommodate these events, which are generally separate 
from the funeral and consist of a smaller group of close family and 
friends.

Figure 4. Matrix of Religious/Cultural Mortality Traditions
Source: The Author (After Schwass)
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The issue of how we treat our dead is becoming more and 
more discussed in New Zealand’s media. As the ‘baby boom’ 
population bulge reaches retirement, the question of how to 
accommodate these people in rest homes and retirement villages 
is on the tip of many an architect’s tongue. Allocating space for 
the baby boomer’s accommodation following their death is now 
also becoming a point of discussion. A 2011 parliamentary report 
on New Zealand’s aging population makes note of the “…seemingly 
mundane aspect of population aging…” that is freeing up space for 
the dead.

The topic has also come up in the media, particularly as 
many local bodies review their consolidated bylaws and the Law 
Commission review the 1964 Burial and Cremation Act. (Morgan; 
Neal) However much of this discussion focuses exclusively on 
spaces for burial despite estimates of New Zealand’s cremation 
rate varying between 70 and 80 percent. (Morgan; Raudon “Angelboxes 
in the Land of Ikea”)  Media has also highlighted the financial cost 
of death, stating that “Nearly one in five Kiwis is now too poor to 
die.” In the same news article cremation is cited as a significantly 
cheaper option. (Stock) There is clearly a need for new types of 
space for the dead in New Zealand which accommodates these 
trends within our society.
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Approaches

The issue of how to find space for the dead is seldom approached 
by spatial designers. Worpole argues that: “Few, if any, modern 
urban planning models make reference to provision for burial or 
even memorial…”(31) and indeed, while several modern approaches 
to the design of cemeteries have arisen, there are few attempts to 
define other types of space for the dead. In particular there are 
very few attempts to find ways of inserting these land uses within 
our settlements rather than at the edges where “…land values and 
eschatological values can be had at reduced cost.” (31)

An exception to this is A Pattern Language by Christopher 
Alexander. The book, an urban planning model of sorts, describes in 
reasonable detail a scheme for a series of spaces for the dead. 

 In his ‘pattern’ number [70] - Grave Sites he decries the building 
of “massive cemeteries” (356) arguing that “…the presence of the dead 
among the living will be a daily fact in any society which encourages its 
people to live.”(354) Instead he argues for a far less centralised system 
where land is allocated “…throughout the community as grave sites- 
corners of parks, sections of paths, gardens, beside gateways…”(356) This 
proposition certainly addresses the issues outlined in this thesis, and 
has served as an initial driver for the research.

 However Alexander also proposes that “…a person can 
choose a spot for himself, in parks, common lands, on his land.” (356) 
While he never elaborates beyond this rather ambiguous point, 
the suggestion seems to be that control of where spaces for the 
dead are placed would be given to the individual, rather than it 
being a collective decision. This seems to run in contradiction 
to his call to “…reinstate the connection between burial grounds 
and local communities.”(365) as the spaces for the dead would not 
be collected for the community, but instead dispersed for the 
individual whim. However Alexander’s general proposition, that 
of decentralising the cemetery, is an important one.

The ‘pattern’ number [66] – Holy ground, referred to in [70], 
describes his proposed techniques for spatial arrangements in 
places of spiritual significance. He argues that such places exist 
“…even if it is not associated with any particular religion.”(334) He 
proposes to use a series of “…nested precincts, each marked by a 
gateway, each more progressively private…”(334) This gradient of 
privacy allows the space for the dead to be screened from the 
surrounding environment without having to push it out entirely.

4.14 4.2
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 Gateways mark the transition between these spaces. 
However, these are not necessarily conventional gates but instead 
conform to another of Alexander’s patterns: number [53] – Main 
Gateways and [112] - Entrance Transition. In describing these 
gateways he suggests the use of sharp level transition (227) or 
surface quality (551) to make clear the transition between one of 
these nested precincts and the next. His main insistence is that 
these gateways be physical things, rather than borders which exist 
only within the occupant’s mind.

This represents one of the few attempts to outline a 
plan for the distribution and design of spaces for the dead. 
Though not flawless, and still centred clearly around burial as 
a means of interment, it provides a valuable set of guidelines 
to begin exploration of new types of space for the dead in the 
contemporary city.
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associated with commemoration is generally still necessary for the 
commemorative message to be clear.

This aversion to the physical presence of death can be seen 
in New Zealand as well. Communities here are often sensitive 
to the introduction of spaces associated with the dead into 
established neighbourhoods. Any attempts to infill these spaces 
must take this into account.

New Zealand does, however, have its own endemic culture 
of death: we have developed a preference for highly individualised 
ceremonies. This preference for individualisation must be catered 
to in new spaces for the dead. The speed at which this cultural 
shift has occurred also indicates that we are relatively receptive to 
changes to our practices around death. (5)

While few spatial designers have tackled the issue, 
Alexander’s A Pattern Language an interesting proposition for the 
decentralisation of the cemetery. His spatial schemes for a series 
of nested precincts with clear transitions provides a good model 
for a privacy gradient in a space allocated for the dead. (4.1 & 4.2)

4.1 54.24

Conclusions

The context surrounding space for the dead, while perhaps under-
addressed in spatial design disciplines, is a field of literature 
too broad to be comprehensively covered in a design research 
thesis. However by focusing on issues of particular relevance to 
the proposition of this thesis, several points of use in the task of 
assembling design principles have presented themselves.

Historically, the distribution of space for the dead has been 
related to the population densities of the community it serves, 
with denser communities generally shifting their spaces for the 
dead to the periphery.

However it has been argued by many that this shift to the 
periphery has negative effects. Whether there is truly a modern 
societal taboo surrounding death is much debated. But what 
is clear is that we have, at least, developed an aversion to the 
physical presence of death. (1 & 3.1)

This is exemplified in the long standing debate of living 
versus dead memorials. The concept of integrating a utilitarian 
land use with the space of commemoration has proved to yield 
positive results (2.2). However some physical presence directly 

1 3.1

&

2.2
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Introduction

As highlighted in the previous chapter, the Columbarium is by 
no means a new type of interment. However there have been 

relatively few attempts to actually ‘design’ these walls, instead 
they are often simple free standing walls with a grid of niches 
of arbitrary size, with little thought given to their placement or 
assembly. 

This chapter seeks to review existing practice in the 
design of columbarium walls, with particular attention given to 
contemporary examples where some notable effort has been put 
in to the wall’s design. These studies are intended to refine and 
add to the design principles, both in terms of site selection, and 
site design. This has been achieved through a graphical analysis of 
five different contemporary columbaria.

Several of the issues established in the context chapter 
have served as the initial drivers for these studies. Their location 
relative to community centres and their integration with other 
programmes on site has been identified. While the majority of 
them are built within existing cemeteries, there are some which 
are separate entities. Even some of those based within cemeteries 
serve additional spatial functions such as resting areas.

At a more detailed scale the level to which the physical 
presence of death is visible has been identified. To what extent 
the niches for interment can be ‘individualised’ has also been 
reviewed. Weather there is adequate space provided for an 
interment ceremony is investigated. Finally a spatial analysis 
based on Alexander’s ‘patterns’ of nested precincts and gateways 
has also been performed so that the pattern can be refined 
towards the specific form of the columbarium. 

Through these analyses the design principles are expanded 
and refined, particularly at the detailed scale, in order to make use 
of them in the design case study.
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De Nieuwe Ooster Columbarium

Sitting at the former periphery of Amsterdam City, the De 
Nieuwe Ooster Cemetery has now been surrounded by medium 
density housing developments and absorbed by one of many 
new suburbs. In response to this architects Karres En Brands 
have carried out a redevelopment of a section of the cemetery, 
including a Columbarium with space for 1,000 urns. (Karres En 
Brands) 

The modern sculptural nature of the columbarium contrasts 
strongly with the surrounding traditional cemetery. However the 
cemetery’s opening hours mean that an inward facing series of 
intimate rooms can be created without crime prevention worries  
which might be present in a less controlled environment.

Figure 5. De Nieuwe Ooster Regional Context
Source: The Author

Figure 7. Columbarium Plan and Section
Source: The Author

Figure 6. Columbarium Aerial Photograph
Source: “Karres En Brands: De Nieuwe Ooster Columbarium, Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

2004-2008.” A + U: architecture and urbanism.4(475) (2010): 88-91. Print.

1

Columbarium Section
Scale - 1:250

Columbarium Plan
Scale - 1:250

2.5 km
Amsterdam City Centre

De Nieuwe Ooster
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Figure 8. Columbarium Analysis
Source: The Author

4.1

The inward facing niches of the columbarium provide little 
space for commemorative ceremonies. This means that these 
ceremonies are in-fact abstracted from the act of interment. 

The commemorative spaces, while small, are reasonably 
distinctive. However there is little attempt to create a layered 
intimacy, although this is perhaps due to the surrounding spaces 
being part of a larger cemetery, with an existing sense of intimacy.

In a small step towards individualised interment, the provision 
of several different niche sizes represents a level of potential 
customisation for users. Space for flowers and other offerings is 
also provided.

The transitions are clearly marked by gaps in the wall itself. 
However there is nothing in these ‘gateways’ to notate weather 
they move you through a commemorative space or a thoroughfare.

4

4.2

5



2.5 km
Basel City Centre

Friedhof Hörnli
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Friedhof Hörnli Columbarium

This is another columbarium retrofitted to an existing cemetery 
in Basel, Switzerland. The Hörnli cemetery has progressively 
encroached on the woodland reserve which it borders as 
demands for land have increased. The columbarium, designed 
by Vetschpartner and completed in 2003, has been added to the 
eastern edge, close to the surrounding residential land use. 

The columbarium’s honeycomb structure has been 
orientated to catch the light, particularly when more niches have 
been filled and their coloured glass ‘caps’ create a mosaic pattern 
on the commemorative space.

1

Figure 9. Friedhof Hörnli Regional Context
Source: The Author

Figure 10. Columbarium Plan and Section
Source: The Author

Figure 11. Columbarium Photograph
Source: Vetschpartner. “The Hörnli Cemetery”.  2011. Landzine. 23 January 2013. <http://

www.landezine.com/index.php/2011/01/the-hörnli-cemetery-by-vetschpartner-
landscape-architecture/>.

Columbarium Section
Scale - 1:250

Columbarium Plan
Scale - 1:250
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Figure 12. Columbarium Analysis
Source: The Author

3.2

4.2

5

The structure supporting the columbarium’s canopy marks 
the transition in to the commemorative space. However as this 
transition only occurs once, it does little to create a sense of 
layered intimacy.

The multicoloured glass ‘caps’ to the columbarium’s niches 
provide a good example of a potential for individualisation which 
actually improves the effectiveness of the overall design, by 
creating a mosaic like effect in the honeycomb structure.

The surrounding land uses are screened from the commemorative 
space by the columbarium itself. It is not completely opaque (the 
niches have a frosted surface on the far side) but provides a level 
of ambiguity to the purpose of the structure.3.1
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Friedhof Steckborn Columbarium

Although also situated in Switzerland, in the small municipality 
of Steckborn, this columbarium occupies an entirely different 
context. It is attached to the small churchyard near the town’s 
historical centre.

Vogt Landscape Architecture engaged in the project by 
first carefully considering the nature of the town centre and its 
relationship to the churchyard. 2.5 km

Steckborn Town Centre

Friedhof Steckborn

1

Figure 13. Friedhof Steckborn Regional Context
Source: The Author

Figure 14. Columbarium Photograph
Source: Vogt, G. “Steckborn Cemetery, Steckborn”.  2010. 17 November 2012. <http://www.

vogt-la.com/en/node/244/typology>.

Figure 15. Columbarium Plan and Section
Source: The Author

Columbarium Elevation
Scale - 1:100

Columbarium Plan
Scale - 1:100
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5

1

3.1

Situated at the edge of the town square next to a church, the 
columbarium serves as a transition between the square and 
the churchyard. While not central to the town it still holds an 
important presence.

The engraved stone ‘caps’ of the niches lack potential for 
individualization.

The trained trees serve to limit the prominence of the niches, 
meaning that effects on the surrounding land uses are limited.

Figure 16. Columbarium Analysis
Source: The Author



2.5 km
Minneapolis City Centre

Westminster Church
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 Westminster Urban Columbarium

Located at the edge of the CBD in the sprawling mid-west city of 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, the Westminster Church is perhaps the 
most urban site amongst these projects.

Cohen + Partners have established the columbarium and 
associated courtyard as elements related to both the church 
and the wider city through the key element of the copper screen 
running along the public / private northern border of the site.

1

Columbarium Section
Scale - 1:100

Columbarium Plan
Scale - 1:100

Figure 17. Westminster Urban Columbarium Regional Context
Source: The Author

Figure 18. Columbarium Photograph
Source: Archinect. “Showcase: Westminster Presbyterian Church: Urban Columbarium 

and Courtyards”.  2009.  (May 29 2009): 17 November 2012. <http://archinect.
com/features/article/89230/showcase-westminster-presbyterian-church-urban-
columbarium-and-courtyards>.

Figure 19. Columbarium Plan and Section
Source: The Author
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3.1 3.2

&

2.2

The perforated steel screen which sits at the edge between the 
courtyard filters views from the surrounding land uses  to the 
columbarium, mitigating the impacts on and from near by land 
uses. At the same time it is not entirely opaque .

Rather than simply being an extension to an existing cemetery , 
the columbarium is combined with another land use. A memorial 
courtyard is included within the scheme, adding further value to 
its installation via public space.

The marble ‘caps’ of the interment niches offer only inscription 
for those who wish to individualise. There is no provision for 
flowers or sentimental items as the niches form a flush vertical 
face (with no ledges or insets). 

Figure 20. Columbarium Analysis
Source: The Author
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Arradon Columbarium

The expansion of the cemetery of Arradon (a medium sized 
town in Brittany, France) in to a neighbouring parcel led to the 
inclusion of a columbarium and associated spaces. 

Urban designer Philippe Madec placed an emphasis 
on an intimate space for the columbarium, while leaving the 
surrounding gardens and burial spaces more open.

Columbarium Elevation
Scale - 1:50

Columbarium Plan
Scale - 1:200

2.5 km
Arradon Town Centre

Arradon Cemetery

Figure 21. Cimetière Arradon Regional Context
Source: The Author

Figure 22. Columbarium Photograph
Source: Madec, Philippe. “Cementary, Extension, Arradon”.  Rennes. 28 January 2013. 

<http://www.atelierphilippemadec.com/landscaping/cementeries/cementary-
extension.html>.

Figure 23. Columbarium Plan and Section
Source: The Author

1
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4

4.1

4.2

The columbarium is the best example of a layered approach 
similar to that proposed by Alexander.

A series of distinctive spaces lead in to the commemorative 
space, where the columbarium is placed. Surface materials 
and progressively more enclosed spaces create this distinctive 
progression.

Clear transitions between these spaces are expressed through 
portals and gateways.

Figure 24. Columbarium Analysis
Source: The Author



Conclusions

 Despite the fact that very few columbaria are actually ‘designed’, 
spatial designers have on occasion attempted to move away from 
the status quo of columbarium design. The projects outlined here 
serve as examples of existing approaches to several of the issues 
outlined in the previous chapter.

The location of many of these columbaria is within the 
large cemeteries at the periphery. Friedhof Hörnli serves as an 
example of this, sandwiched between the low density  suburbs 
of Basel and a woodland reserve which it is slowly eating away 
at. However Friedhof Steckborn and the Westminster 
Columbarium are exceptions. Steckborn’s columbarium is a 
transitional public space between the town centre and the small 
churchyard. Similarly Westminster’s columbarium is attached to 
the inner city Church in a similar fashion to a churchyard, located 
at the community’s centre, not the periphery. (1)

Westminster’s columbarium is also integrated with a public 
courtyard, a utilitarian land use which gives the project obvious 
value to the surrounding community while still introducing a plainly 
commemorative element, and the physical presence of death. (2.2)

The inhabitants of nearby land parcels may have been sensitive 
to the introduction of a columbarium so close to the centre city. 
However by screening the space from the sidewalk with a perforated 
copper panel the existence of the columbarium, while not necessarily 
‘hidden’, was made a more subtle fact. This also creates a level of 
privacy and intimacy within the space, something which is likely to 
be appreciated by those visiting loved ones. A similar effect can also 
be seen at Hörnli where the Columbarium itself serves as a partial 
screen between the newer and older sections of the cemetery. (3.1 & 3.2)

While the principle of ‘Nested Precincts’ is not present in 
most of the projects, with clear transitions and distinctive spaces  
playing only a minor role in spatial organisation, the Columbarium 
at Arradon Cemetery in France provides a good example of similar 
spatial principles. Clear portals physically mark transitions from one 
space to another, and the spaces approaching the columbarium have 
distinctive surfaces. (4.1 & 4.2)

These spaces leading up to the wall also provide ample space 
for commitment ceremonies. This can also be seen at Hörnli where 
a large limechip open space borders the more enclosed space of the 
wall. This can be contrasted with the inward facing De Nieuwe 
Ooster, which provides very little space for commitment ceremonies. 
(4.1)

&

1 3 3.1 3.22.2 4 4.1 4.2



The Nieuwe Ooster columbarium does, however, provide 
some potential for individualisation. Niches of varying sizes are 
available and the niches provide space for flowers, trinkets and 
larger than normal urns. However a slightly more eloquent solution 
to a need for individualisation is seen at Hörnli where tinted glass 
panels of varying colours are placed at the front of niches, and 
flower holders can be placed to the side of the niche. This is a strong 
point of difference with the more traditional etched marble faces of 
Steckborn and Westminster. (5)

These approaches to the issues around finding space for the 
dead constitute a valuable input for the design principles. They 
provide a more practical, tangible side of the necessary background 
to the design research which will follow.

5
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Introduction

The thesis needs to contribute not only as a specific scheme for 
Wellington city but as a more abstracted model applicable in a 

variety of different suburban environments. 

This chapter is included not only as a lead up to the 
following proposition chapters, but in order to provide such 
a model. The design principles, built up through background 
research and initial design investigations, are the five main points 
which will be used in the design of a columbarium network across 
the city. The principles themselves, and their underlying logic, are 
described in this chapter. This is done without looking specifically 
at how they will be applied to Wellington city. As such they can 
be seen both as an output of the thesis in their own right, and a 
methodology which will lead in to the two design chapters which 
follow.

Each principle  is described with its title, a symbol and 
a short single sentence description. This description is then 
elaborated on, with the underlying logic of the principle 
presented followed by an explanation how it might be 
implemented during design. 
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communities would be unlikely to meet approval. With the ‘taboo’ 
surrounding death in contemporary society, community approval 
will always be difficult to win. However if focused on spaces in 
the absolute centre of the community, the likelihood for approval 
becomes almost nil.

However this does not mean that a new 
columbarium cannot align itself with the community’s 
core; the area where the majority of community activity 
occurs. This is not necessarily the community ‘centre’ in 
the same sense that the church, town hall or post office 
often are, but is rather somewhere where one could reasonably 
expect to see most residents of a suburb at some point during a 
given week.

It is important to have some idea of where this core actually 
is. Otherwise there would be the possibility of selecting a site that, 
while otherwise entirely suitable, is too far from this space to be 
experienced by the majority of inhabitants, defeating the purpose 
of a shift to the suburbs in the first place. Establishing where a 
community’s core is requires a layered analysis, taking into account 
land use types, topography, circulation and built density. (Fig. 25) 
This core provides a constraint on the area in which sites can be 
pursued, helping to moderate the presence of death.

Informed Introduction

Aligning space for the dead with the community’s 
core without undermining its existing significance 
to the community.

The negative implications of spaces for the dead 
placed at the city’s periphery has been the subject of 
much discussion, including that of the background 
chapter, and is effectively the ‘problem’ to be addressed 
within this thesis. However simply returning the previous system 
characterised by the churchyard, where the space for the dead is 
tied closely to the community centre, is hardly the most viable 
option.

While these previous spaces developed in 
an almost ad hoc way amongst significantly lower 
populations densities, the forced insertion of 
such spaces in to the hearts of existing suburban 

1
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Development Density

Topography

Land Use Type

Suburban ‘Core’

Accessibility

Figure 25. Core Identification Example
Source: The Author
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Obvious Improvement

Selecting underutilised sites where a designed 
intervention will be an obvious improvement. (2.1)

Integrate other land uses which are of clear benefit 
to the community with the space for the dead. (2.2)

In order for the community to actually accept infill of a 
columbarium, it is important that the intervention is a noticeably 
positive change for the community’s environment. This is achieved 
first by choosing sites which currently have a generally negative 
impact on the suburb’s ambience. Secondly it is achieved by 
integrating some other land use of a more tangible usefulness to the 
community with the columbarium.

This section first describes a series of common types of 
underutilised spaces and reviews their suitability for the introduction 
of a columbarium. Next a set of land uses which could be integrated 
with columbaria are reviewed in terms of the potential interaction 
with a columbarium and their benefit to the community.

22.1 2.2
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Public pathways which connect different streets when a proper 
road is not possible often receive little maintenance or design 
attention, leading to underutilised spaces. 

While roads often receive a disproportionate amount of 
maintenance, many suburban road margins and medians are 
often left to their own devices, barely utilised.

There are often a large number of stairways bridging various gaps 
in the city’s fabric too steep for conventional roads. However these 
stairways are often, much like access paths, underutilised.

In many cities the retaining wall is one of the most common 
elements, but also the most standardised and bland. There is 
potential to better utilise these spaces as columbaria.

Though a structurally strong shape, the triangle often proves to 
be difficult as a parcel shape. As such land parcels at the apex of 
acute angles in suburbs are often underutilised or not used at all.

In certain circumstances the facades of buildings can be ignored 
or neglected by building owner, particularly when they are the 
‘back’ end. 

Longer Paths have room for further expansion if necessary.
Constant thoroughfare means less privacy / intimacy.
Linearity means less opportunity for design diversity.

The road acts as a buffer between the columbarium and other 
land uses.
The issues surrounding road noises are increased with the 
inevitable proximity, and roads with margins are often busiest.
Issues with pedestrian access are also likely, due to traffic.

With multiple heights available, the total accessible surface area 
will generally be increased.
Difficulty of access, particularly for those with impaired mobility.
It is difficult for groups to stop anywhere but landings.

As the spaces are already walls, little grading is necessary to 
convert them.
Because the location and orientation of the retaining structure 
is quite specific, there is little potential for spatial adjustments.
These walls often border directly on to inappropriate land uses.

Because little total surface area is required for a columbarium, the 
constraints affecting building on these sites are less relevant. 
As these shapes are generally formed by roads, the site is likely to have 
multiple borders with the road.
The periphery is likely to be developed as it offers a larger area.

Eliminates the need to design the back side of the columbarium.
Also eliminates the possibility of access to both sides.
Issues around privacy/ownership for both the building and  
the columbarium.

Public Pathways

Building Edges

Road Margins Public Stairways

Triangle ParcelsRetaining Walls
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Park Reserve Square

Land Use Interactions Land Use InteractionsLand Use Interactions Added Value to Community Added Value to CommunityAdded Value to Community

• The ‘park cemetery’ is a 
common and acceptable 
integration. Due to this the 
use of a Columbarium/Park 
integration would likely be 
more acceptable than less 
conventional combinations.

• However the inclusion of 
columbarium programme 
within the park is still likely 
to require careful planning 
in relation to other 
programmes within a  park.

• Conforms to the “woodland 
cemetery” trope, once again 
making its acceptance 
more likely than other 
combinations.

• Is unlikely to result in 
anything resembling a 
functioning ecology, as the 
space for the dead would be  
likely to replace the ground 
level and understory 
vegetation while retaining 
the tallest trees.

• Because of the emphasis on 
‘publicness’ within square 
places, creating an intimate 
atmosphere may be difficult. 
However establishing a clear 
layered progression between 
two atmospheres is likely to 
be easier.

• Squares often find 
themselves particularly 
full when events such as 
markets and festivals occur. 
This would further affect the 
columbarium’s atmosphere.

• Other activities made 
available (ie. Petanque) 
through the variety of 
programmes characteristic 
of modern parks.

• Reintroduction of 
planting and breathing 
space in to the suburban 
environment.

• Increased in experiences 
of birdlife and nature 
through the opening of 
access to the reserve to the 
public.

• More opportunity for 
recreation within the 
reserve area.

• A more passive 
environment allowing for 
better intimacy.

• A meeting place 
with a broad range 
of programmatic 
possibilities/

• Often the most open 
public places within a 
community, allowing 
for a sense of freedom 
of expression during 
commemoration.
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Viewing Platform Walkway Stormwater Treatment

Land Use Interactions Land Use InteractionsLand Use Interactions Added Value to Community Added Value to CommunityAdded Value to Community

• The exposed nature of 
most viewing platforms  
mean that issues around 
privacy and intimacy for 
the columbarium may 
arise.

• The necessity of elevation 
for viewing platforms is 
likely to increase vertical 
surface area for the 
columbarium.

• Constant thoroughfare 
means that the placement 
of the columbarium must 
be carefully considered 
both in terms of potential 
obstruction of walkway 
users and privacy for 
columbarium users.

• Linear nature of walkways 
means expansion to meet 
increased demand for 
columbaria is possible.

• Flowing water is an 
important aspect of many 
culture’s mortality beliefs 
and practices.

• Water sensitive urban 
design generally follows 
topographic  patterns, 
and as such the design of 
the columbarium will be 
influenced by them.

• Access to better views of 
the suburb surrounding 
environs from public 
spaces within the suburb.

• Area for relaxation and 
contemplation.

• Allowing for connections 
between important 
community nodes and 
easier transport in and out 
of the community core.

• Provides recreation and 
potential spaces for other 
programme.

• Provides cleaned storm 
water within the suburb’s 
limits rather than at the 
end of a pipe.

• Daylights the treatment 
process (while also 
daylighting death).
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Infill Impacts

Taking into account the impacts of spaces for the 
dead on the surrounding land uses (2.1) and the 
impact of these land uses on the space for the dead 
(2.2) when selecting a site.

The act of infill  with this particular land use means that the 
implications of and for the adjacent land uses must be considered.

This criteria involves assessing how the new columbarium 
might affect adjacent land uses and what effects it may 
experience from them. This section looks at several common 
types of land uses in terms of the affects and effects of a 
columbarium placed nearby. 

33.1 3.2
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Commercial Industrial Library

Affects Affects AffectsEffects Effects Effects

• Worries about decreased 
business due to people’s 
discomfort with death.

• Potential for increased 
business due to 
columbarium patronage... 
Particularly certain types, 
ie. flower sales at dairies.

• Worries around health & 
safety issues.

• Increased nonindustrial 
traffic in area where low 
traffic volumes may have 
been relied upon in the 
past.

• With noise commonly 
regarded as the enemy 
of libraries, the noise 
generated in some 
commitment ceremonies 
may interrupt readers.

• As libraries and 
columbaria both serve 
as civic archive of sorts, 
a level of synergy exists 
between the two uses.

• Too much nearby 
commercial property may 
distract from the intimate 
and sombre ambience of a 
space for the dead.

• Large scale retail will be 
seen as inappropriate. 

• The atmosphere of 
industrial land use is often 
one of strong efficiency 
and regimentation. This 
would act as counter to the 
atmosphere required for a 
space for the dead.

• Both noise and air 
pollution are common 
industrial issues which 
could be detrimental.

• Libraries generate high 
volumes of pedestrian 
traffic, which may lead 
to many passers through 
who, if uninvolved, may be 
detrimental.

• However this may also 
lead to greater community 
involvement, particularly 
considering the older user 
group common to libraries.
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Reserve

Affects Effects

• The inclusion of a 
collection of ‘private’ 
memorials on public / 
common land may be seen 
as encroachment.

• Fears that such a project 
might expand further, 
limiting use of public land 
are also possible.

• Unintended 
encroachments by reserve 
vegetation (which is often 
uncontrolled) on the space 
for the dead.

• Similar to parks, activities 
deemed appropriate for 
the reserve may not be so 
for the space.

Park Religious Institution

Affects AffectsEffects Effects

• People may choose to 
avoid the park due to 
discomfort with death, 
leading to an under-
utilized space.

• As religious beliefs often 
place significance on 
treatment of the dead, 
the support of the nearby 
religious community may 
not be given.

• Depending on the beliefs 
held by the institution, 
particularly in regards 
to cremation, the 
institution’s reaction to 
a proposed space for the 
dead could range widely. 

• Activities deemed 
appropriate in the park 
but not in the space for 
the dead may bleed across 
the parcel boundaries. ie. 
Running, Eating.

• Events within the park 
may create noise and 
encroach on the space for 
the dead. ie. casual sport, 
music

• If the institution’s 
community is to embrace 
the space for the dead, 
there is a danger that they 
may take sole ownership 
of the space, rather than 
leaving it religiously 
nonspecific as  intended.

• However a more acceptant 
form of custodianship 
should be encouraged.
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Residential Road

Affects AffectsEffects Effects

• Discomfort for 
homeowners due 
to modern taboos 
surrounding death.

• Privacy of residential 
parcel impacted 
by increased use of 
columbarium.

• Potential improvement 
to drive-by scenery with a 
well designed space (and 
inclusion of any associated 
planting).

• Adjacent residential may 
give the feeling of a lack of 
intimacy / privacy within 
the space for the dead.

• Noise from passing cars 
can be detrimental to the 
atmosphere.

• Road users may lead to a 
lack of intimacy within 
the space.

• The scale of the road 
(lanes & volumes) will 
have a significant impact 
on their impact on the 
columbarium.

School

Affects Effects

• The feeling that children, 
who are commonly 
invocative of a sense of 
liveliness, should not be 
exposed to death means 
that parents may be 
uncomfortable with this 
combination.

• Schools can be very noisy 
places. This may detract 
from the columbarium’s 
ambience.

• Children often 
misunderstand what is 
considered ‘appropriate’ 
behaviour around spaces 
of commemoration.
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Layered Intimacy

Establish a sequence of distinctive spaces, 
separated by clear thresholds, leading from public 
to intimate and concluding with a space for 
ceremony and interment.

The Columbarium space cannot sit directly adjacent to the 
public realm, the abrupt transition would have an adverse effect on the 
ambience of both environments.

Instead a spatial sequence leading from the public environment in 
to the intimate space of interment should be established. This sequence 
should involve a number of distinctive areas (4.1) which progress 
from one spatial condition to another. The thresholds (4.2) between 
these spaces must be clearly noticeable so that the user is aware of this 
progression from public to intimate and reacts accordingly.

This section addresses different ways of making spaces distinctive 
and forming clear transitions between them. It must be noted that these 
solutions can be used in combination.

44.1 4.2
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Size

Portals

 Area Surface

Threshold Surface

Plant Character

Elevation Change

This is the technique emphasised most by Alexander in A Pattern 
Language. He recommends the progression from larger to smaller 
spaces  (334) as the closeness and confinement experienced in a 
smaller space links clearly with the intimate ambience.

However due to the space often required for commitment 
ceremonies, the point to which this size differential can be used is 
somewhat restricted, although the space for these ceremonies may 
also be located in a more outward layer than the columbarium.

Though common the physical portal has functioned effectively as a 
marker of the threshold in many different projects.

The interpretation of what a portal is not necessarily restricted to 
the classical. In some cases the portal might even be implied by to 
separate freestanding elements, however if its presence is repeated 
at each instance of threshold between the spaces, its purpose will 
become clear.

Surface can also be used to establish clear thresholds, although 
this is probably best used only when it is not already being used to 
establish distinctive spaces.

In this instance, because the change is only on the surface plane, 
the difference must be very strong. The surface area should be large 
enough that cannot be avoided while also being small enough that 
it will not seem to be a distinctive space in its own right.

A step or short ramp, used to change the height from one area to 
another, can be an effective threshold, because it is so noticeable.

Accessibility should be taken in to account here, as columbarium 
spaces are likely to need universal access considering the age of 
many of their users. If the ramp must be particularly long, it may 
even be worth treating it both as a distinctive space (through one of 
the techniques mentioned above) and as a threshold between two 
elevations.

The groundplane has historically been of much importance 
to spaces for the dead. While the columbarium in some ways 
diminishes this, it can still serve an important role.

In order to make the spaces truly distinctive through surface 
qualities the difference should be clear. The use of haptic changes 
which extend beyond the visual will probably be of use here, for 
instance a transition from decking to gravel would mean a change 
in sound, feel and visual experience.

The characteristics of plants have long been used in spaces for the 
dead.

This change could be achieved either by making a microcosm of 
the transition through different ecosystems (eg. forest to grassland) 
or by focusing on one particular aspect of a plants characteristics 
(eg. wet to dry, tall to short). These differences can have a large 
impact on the ambiences of each space, helping to emphasise the 
transition from public to intimate.
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Individualised Interment

Allow for individualisation within the 
commemorative spaces without compromising the 
design’s overall integrity.

The need for more personalised options in death is a trend 
which must be addressed within this thesis. There is a fine line 
between enabling customisation and clutter. While it is important 
that people have access to a level of individualisation, it is also 
important for the other users of the space that this does not 
adversely affect the ambience of the space

This section looks at potential options for offering 
personalisation to columbarium users, assessing them in terms 
of their value to those seeking to individualise, and also their 
potential to clutter and disrupt the overall design.

5
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Niche Size Options Niche Cap Options

Digital Augmentation OptionsInscription Options

Decoration Options

By offering varied sized of niches different preferences in terms of 
space for commemorative objects, and even multiple urns can be 
accommodated. 

The act of inscribing, on a metal or stone surface, the details of 
the deceased is a well established tradition. For columbaria this is 
sometimes done on the face of the niche cap, while at other times it 
is on a plate or slate placed  near the niche. This is, at its most basic 
level, the type of individualization which is expected.

This new development is intended to counteract the cluttering 
sometimes caused by peoples desire for individualization while 
providing more potential for individualization through technology. 
A QR code is inscribed, either stand alone or as part of a larger 
plate, and this links to a web page where messages, photographs 
and other similar things can be left.

Grave sites have long attracted flowers and other offerings, as do modern 
columbaria. This is because people like to be able to individualise the 
places of interment. While some columbaria encourage this, by placing 
ledges or receptacles near each niche, others do not, leaving friends and 
family only the ground at the base of the wall to place offerings.

While the niche caps in more traditional columbaria are opaque stone 
slabs, the trend in several more modern examples has been transparent 
and sometimes tinted caps. This allows light through the wall and a view 
in to the urn. It also allows a level of individualization, as the users can 
choose from a number of tints.If too many different sizes are offered this option can cause 

a level of visual cluttering. However when kept to just 
two or three size options it simply leads to a less rigid and 
uninteresting surface.

There is almost no potential for cluttering, as the QR codes 
are very small, standardised elements.

There is clearly a potential for clutter here; however by 
accommodating the demand, the decorations can at least 
be organised in a way which aligns with the design intent.

As long as the colour palette available is controlled, the effect 
will be that of a mosaic. However if complete freedom of 
choice is given, a cluttered and clashing result is likely.

While in most cases these inscriptions are done to a set 
template, however if uncontrolled these inscriptions can 
contribute to cluttering, particularly when images are used.
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Conclusions

This chapter takes the main points established throughout the 
background chapters of the thesis and consolidates them in to five 
design principles. These principles serve as a framework for the 
reintroduction of space for the dead in to today’s suburbs.

The first three principles: (1) Informed Introduction, 
(2) Infill Impacts and (3) Obvious Improvements are 
most applicable to the process of site selection found in the 
next chapter. However the second two of these are also, to a 
slightly lesser extent, applicable within the design process. The 
integration of a second land use of value to the community, 
for instance, requires a level of site scale design in order to be 
achieved effectively. And while the effects on the neighbouring 
land uses are identified and gauged during the site selection 
process, ways of mitigating them must be experimented with 
during the design process.

The final two principles: (4) Layered Intimacy and (5) 
Individualised Interment, both apply to design at the site scale, 
which is approached in the sixth chapter. The first deals for the 
most part with the larger scale spatial arrangement decisions to be 
made with the site, while the second concerns a finer detail series 

of decisions, particularly surrounding the detailed design of the 
columbarium wall itself.

While they are to be used within the following two chapters, 
it is important to note that  these principles are also an output of 
this thesis. They are intended to be broad enough in implication 
that they might be used by others seeking to deal with how locate 
and design columbaria or indeed another types of space for 
the dead. The design principles also serve as the underpinning 
structure to the exegesis, where the resulting design is critically 
assessed based on each principle.
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Introduction

Shifting spaces for the dead back into the places where we live is a 
move likely to attract some form of controversy. Because of this it is 
important that the process of site selection does all it can to mitigate 
this controversy and ultimately gain the approval of the community for 
whom the spaces are set to cater. This chapter seeks to carry out this 
process of site selection for a network of columbaria across Wellington 
City. 

Using the design principles from the previous chapter, site 
selection is preformed first at the city scale, identifying the existing 
system of spaces for the dead and how it will be augmented. The 
main suburban centres are identified and a plan for the phasing of the 
networks development is given.

Next, at the suburban scale, the community’s core is identified 
and potential sites in this area are selected. This is done with an 
emphasis on selecting sites which are underutilised, in order to provide 
obvious improvements to the community.

Finally, at the parcel scale, these potential sites are assessed based 
on the impact of their surrounding context, in particular the level to 
which they affect adjacent land uses, and what effects they experience.

 In this chapter suburban public libraries have been used 
as an indicator of suburbs of sufficient density to justify the 
introduction of columbaria. As such the suburbs focused on 
are Brooklyn, Island Bay, Kilbirnie, Miramar, Newtown and 
Wadestown, as these are the Wellington City Suburbs with public 
libraries. Karori is not included (although it has a library) as the 
cemetery there already contains a number of columbaria. This 
is not intended to imply that other suburbs without a public 
library lack the necessary local centres to justify intervention, it 
is simply an indicator of a suburb where the council has made 
an investment in developing the community, and a way of 
maintaining a manageable scope in a city of 43 suburbs.

The process of site selection in this chapter has involved the 
production of a significant quantity of material, with eighteen 
mappings having been made at the parcel scale alone. In order to 
simplify the chapter, five of the six suburbs site selection processes 
have been abbreviated into a purely graphic form, while the work 
around Brooklyn (one of the two locations used in the design) has 
been elaborated on fully.
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Figure 26. Existing Network Plan
Source: The Author
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City Scale Network  - Existing 

The system of cemeteries in place within Wellington City reflects 
the city’s expansion since European settlement. The Bolton St 
Cemetery; now bisected by the Wellington Urban Motorway once 
sat at the north western edge of the city before the suburb of 
Thorndon enveloped it.

Similarly the Mount Street Cemetery, a catholic cemetery 
established around the same time, was also once located at the 
city’s edge but has also been quickly enveloped by the university 
and city. However both these cemeteries have now been closed 
and are effectively ‘memorial parks’.

The Karori Cemetery, established in 1891 (Cemetery 
Management Plan 5), was established in order to close the Bolton 
St Cemetery and move space for the dead further from the city. 
However it was quickly surrounded by Wellington’s largest 
suburb, and by 1920 the demand for plots at Karori, combined 
with the relatively few spaces left, led to the establishment of the 
Makara cemetery. While the Karori cemetery is still technically 
open today, it is effectively full, with interment only being offered 
to those with family plots.

However Makara still has plenty of space for burial and has 
developed a range of different burial spaces to cater to the various 
cultural and religious groups within Wellington. 

With this said, access to Makara is an issue. The drive out is 
anywhere from ten to sixteen kilometres (including at least 200m 
of elevation) depending on which suburb one travels from, and 
for those wishing to commute by public transport, the only access 
is by a bus which travels there only once a month. So for those 
who can still drive, regular visits are a difficult task; for those who 
cannot, they are an impossibility.

At present Makara is effectively the only option available to 
residents of Wellington’s suburbs, leaving those wishing to remain 
within the suburb in which they lived with little choice. It is these 
options which the columbaria network seeks to provide.
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Figure 27. Suburban Centre to Cemetery Elevations
Source: The Author
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Figure 28. Phasing of Columbarium Network
Source: The Author
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Figure 29. Completed Network Plan
Source: The Author

City Scale Network - Proposal

Because of the potential controversy around such a network, 
immediately establishing the entire network would be unwise, not 
to mention a large up front investment from the Wellington City 
Council. 

Instead a phased approach is taken, looking to establish 
the network over 20 years. The first intervention would be a 
‘catalyst’ project, based in the suburb of Brooklyn completed by 
2015; this suburb is chosen as the ‘testing’ site due it it’s high rate 
of secularity. Next the two suburbs with the longest distances to 
Makara: Island Bay and Miramar would be developed by 2020. 
Following this the suburbs of Wadestown and Newtown with 
strong community organisations, which would probably be 
demanding a columbaria of their own having seen the first three, 
would be developed by 2025. Finally the suburb of Kilbirnie, 
which is earmarked for a medium density development creating 
six hundred new dwellings by 2031 (McIndoe et al. 26), will have a 
columbarium developed by 2030 to align with this development. 
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Built Form Density Topography Circulation

Figure 30. Brooklyn Suburban Core Identification
Source: The Author
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Application of Informed Introduction Principle

The Suburban boundaries of Brooklyn are large, however the 
majority of the actual built density is concentrated on the 
eastern side. This is due to the steep topography on the western 
side. In addition to this the actual population density is likely 
concentrated in the north west, as the dwelling density to the 
north is higher.

The primary road (Brooklyn/Ohiro) feeds from both the 
suburb and several of it’s surrounding suburbs in to the central 
city. As such it carries high volumes of traffic, both vehicular and 
pedestrian.

The string of shops and civic buildings such as the library 
and fire station running along Cleveland St form what is 
effectively the community centre, with the two schools sitting a 
short distance away.

In layering this information, the suburban community core 
area is based around the corner of Cleveland St and Ohiro Rd but 
is skewed to the east and is stretched along the primary road in to 
the city.

Land Use Type Suburban ‘Core’

Community Centre Area
Suburban Public Library 

Property Parcels
Industry
Commercial
Civic / Public
Residential

Density

1
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Figure 31. Additional Suburban Core Identifications
Source: The Author
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Figure 32. Brooklyn Potential Site Identification
Source: The Author

2.1

Site A is quite far from the community’s centre but still sits within 
the core, due to the importance of the roads which it sits between.

The site offers some of the best views of the Harbour available from 
a public space in Brooklyn.

The large triangular planting bed currently occupying the site 
restricts views while the seats backing on to it are poorly used and 
are visible from few surrounding points.

Site B sits slightly closer to the community centre and still aligned 
with the primary road.

It sits just across the road from the current northern entrance to 
Central Park.

A reasonable steep slope plus it’s triangle / road margin parcel 
mean that it is currently unused, despite its good location.

Site C effectively sits in the community centre, on Cleveland St 
next to the library. This is perhaps a little too close under Informed 
Introduction (1) however it is still a block from the most major 
commercial areas.

The bus stop and turning bay are almost redundant and in 
particular the ‘traffic island’ at the centre is poorly utilised.

Intended 
Programme

Application of Obvious Improvement Principle Spatial
Characteristics

2.2
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Figure 33. Additional Suburbs Site Identification
Source: The Author
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BrooklynApplication of Infill Impacts Principle:

3.1 3.2

Figure 34. Brooklyn Infill Impact Assessments
Source: The Author
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• The apartment building to the south of the site has the most 
potential for impact on the columbarium, and will require 
mitigation.

• Other surrounding residential is, however, effectively 
unimpacted due to the major elevation differences.

• The businesses of Brooklyn Rd in particular, may lead to noise 
and privacy issues.

• The control of library thoroughfare will be an important 
design move.

• Impacts on nearby residential will need to be mitigated, 
particularly the apartment to the north of the site and the 
house directly adjacent to the east (although the actual 
building borders with the library not the area in front).

• The connection with central park will be one of the most 
important aspects of a design for this parcel.

• Brooklyn Rd will have a similar effect as with site A.

• The Malay Embassy residences across Washington Ave would 
need to be taken in to account, and consulted, before the site 
could be approved. Careful measures to mitigate any potential 
impacts would be necessary.
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C

Island Bay Kilbirnie Miramar Newtown Wadestown

3.1 3.2

Figure 35. Additional Suburb’s Infill Impact Assessment
Source: The Author
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Conclusions

This site selection process has allowed for the proposal of a 
network where spaces for the dead have been reintroduced to the 
suburb’s community core. There are many potential sites for these 
spaces through the city.

The process has led to the selection of these 6 sites across 
Wellington Cities suburban centres. (Fig 36) Rather than attempt 
to design all six of these sites, two of them have been selected to 
be developed in the site design chapter which follows. They are 
the catalyst project, proposed for construction in Brooklyn in 
the next two years, and the final project based in Kilbirnie which 
would begin in roughly fifteen years time.

While the main contribution of this chapter is the selection 
of these sites, allowing the design case studies to proceed, it 
also serves as a test of the first three design principles. Their 
application here will be critically assessed in the exegesis chapter.

A

Brooklyn Island Bay Kilbirnie Miramar Newtown Wadestown

A
CC C A

Figure 36. Proposed Sites & Programme
Source: The Author
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Introduction

In order to find space for the dead in today’s suburbs, new ways 
of organising and designing these spaces must emerge. This 

chapter seeks to investigate new spatial solutions in the context 
of two design case studies, the first in Brooklyn acting as a 
catalyst to a shift in the conventions for spaces for the dead, and 
the second in Kilbirnie aligning itself with a proposed suburban 
intensification scheme.

These designs respond to the location in which they sit, 
both in terms of the suburb’s wider context and the immediate 
requirements of the specific site. In each design case study these 
issues are identified. Next the design principles are applied, 
particularly Layered Intimacy (4) which is the most focused at the 
site design scale. However the section of Obvious Improvement 
(3.2) dealing with integrating both the space for the dead and 
another and use of benefit to the community, also comes in to play, 
as this integration is not as simple as placing one next to the other.

The results of this design process are represented through a 
series of renderings and finally through a series of details relating 
specifically to the columbaria and how they provides options for 
Individualised Interment (5).
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Brooklyn - Catalyst

The chosen Brooklyn site sits within an interesting context, 
being both a part of the suburb’s suburban core, and the north-
western tip of Central Park. For many pedestrian commuters the 
quickest way in to the city runs through the site. However the 
current alignment of the path leaves the Moturoa stream at the 
stormwater exit where it begins (on the site) and then sharply 
turns back in towards it later on. 

One of the design moves is to realign the path to follow 
the stream more closely, and to better expose the stormwater 
exit which feeds the stream, creating a more visible connection 
between the path and the stream. The site will effectively become 
the entrance to this path, and as such an entrance to Central Park.

Proposed Re-Alignment

Moturoa Stream
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Figure 37. Brooklyn Context Diagram
Source: The Author

Figure 38. Central Park Context Diagram
Source: The Author
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4 4.1 4.2

A

B

C

D

E

F

F

Application of Layered Intimacy Principle

The layered space required to create an intimate 
space has been implemented here through the four 
access ramps which slope down and through the 
columbarium. The spaces are made distinctive from 
one another using planting (and in the columbarium 
space, the canopy of the viewing platform). The 
thresholds between these spaces are marked by gravel 
to provide a tactile indicator.

Kotukutuku
Fuchsia excorticata

Neinei
Carmichaelia australis

 
 

Puawānga 
Clematis paniculata

Waewaekōtuku
Gleichenia dicarpaConcrete

Concrete

Concrete Lawn

Concrete... ...below timber

Gravel

Figure 39. Brooklyn Site Plan
Source: The Author

Figure 40. Planting and Surface Palette.
Source: Wellington, Greater. “Wellington Regional Native Plant Guide.” Wellington: 

Greater Wellington, 2010. Print.
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Figure 41. Brookyln Section Aa
Source: The Author

Section Aa
Scale - 1:100

Application of Obvious Improvement Principle

Adding value through another land use, while initiated during the 
site selection process, must also be executed at the site scale. 

While it may be tempting to simply place the two land uses 
next to one another, this serves little purpose. An advantage to 
actually integrating the two land uses within the site is that the 
purpose of the space for the dead becomes more subtle.

Here we can see that the columbarium has become a support 
for the viewing platform, while the platform has become a canopy 
for the columbarium space. This means that those simply passing 
through as they walk in to town through the park will not have 
the death aspect of the site ‘forced’ upon them, while the wall still 
provides enough intrigue that anyone interested can still choose 
to investigate its true purpose.

2.2
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 Section Bb
Scale - 1:50

Figure 42. Brooklyn Section Bb
Source: The Author
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Figure 43. Viewing Platform View
Source: The Author
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Figure 44. Moturoa Path Entrance View
Source: The Author
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Figure 45.  Interment Space View
Source: The Author
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2.2

600 New Dwellings

^ Suburban Centre ^
Kilbirnie - Development Alignment

The Kilbirnie Town Centre plan published by the Wellington City 
council proposes a medium density housing development on the 
site of the current ‘bus barn’ which will provide 600 dwellings 
for the suburbs intensification by 2030. In addition to this a 
community walkway is proposed running along the existing 
services easement from the development to the suburban centre.

The site of the columbarium is within this walkway, 
aligned with the bus barn development. The design seeks to 
accommodate both the walkway and an entrance space to the 
development, while also integrating a columbarium, providing 
the option of local interment.

The design was required to leave the centre of the walkway 
without major intervention in order to allow access to the 
infrastructure below. A series of programmatic strips ranging from 
sculptural plinths to picnic tables (and of course the columbarium 
space itself) were established in order to foster community 
interest in the walkway beyond its pedestrian transport role.

Application of Obvious Improvement Principle

The integration of the two land uses is, in this case, slightly less 
literal than in Brooklyn. The columbarium serves as a circulation 
alignment aide for the walkway and entrance, creating a node of 
sorts at the intersection of the two paths.

Figure 46. Kilbirnie Context Diagram
Source: The Author
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Section Aa
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Site Plan
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Figure 47. Kilbirnie Site Plan
Source: The Author

Figure 48. Section Aa
Source: The Author

Figure 49. Planting Plan
Source: Wellington, Greater. “Wellington Regional Native Plant Guide.” 

Wellington: Greater Wellington, 2010. Print.

Mahoe
Melicytus ramiflorus

Puawānga 
Clematis paniculata

Kanuka 
Kunzea ericoides

Makura 
Carex secta

NZ Daphne 
Pimelea prostrata

Austroderia
toetoe

Application of Infill Impacts Principle

The planting here is used to create a ‘screen’ (along with the 
perforated steel fences) between the columbarium space and 
the residential, mitigating the potential impacts which were 
identified within the site selection chapter.

3.1

B

a

A

b
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Section Bb
Scale - 1:100

Timber

Concrete

Gravel Application of Layered Intimacy Principle

The access to the columbarium space is dropped just 
below grade to differentiate from the walkway. The 
transitions runs across a boardwalk through medium 
height planting, down a wide ramp and in to the 
interment space. 

These areas are made distinctive through surface 
texture, with the wooden boardwalk, the concrete 
ramp and the gravel surface all having different tactile 
qualities.

The thresholds between these spaces are 
emphasised through a series of implied arches, vertical 
perforated steel screens on either side of the portals. 
This results in a layered approach running from the 
public walkway to the more  intimate interment space.

4 4.1 4.2

Figure 50. Section BB
Source: The Author
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Figure 51. Columbarium Area View
Source: The Author
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Figure 52. Residential Development Entrance View
Source: The Author
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Figure 53. Walkway View
Source: The Author
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5 Years

10 Years

15 Years

Kilbirnie Wall View Kilbirnie Niche Occupation Progression  

Figure 54. Kilbirnie Wall View
Source: The Author

Figure 55. Kilbirnie Niche Occupation Progression
Source: The Author
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Application of Individualised Interment Principle

On both sites the walls effectively have a ‘front’ and 
‘back’ end. The inward facing niches with engraved plaques 
and space for leaving flowers allow for traditional practices 
of commemoration to continue, while the outward facing 
multicoloured niche caps provide an option to individualise 
(through colour choice) the ‘public face’ of the interment.

This ‘front’ side of the wall does not immediately read as 
associated with commemoration. However the intrigue it sparks, 
with its steadily evolving mosaic, will lead to those who are 
curious venturing to the other side and discovering the wall’s true 
purpose.

This evolution over time extends beyond just the wall. 
In order to allow for the wall to be a sustainable interment 
option over time, niches will be leased for 25 year periods, and 
in vacating them families will be given the option of scattering 
the ashes in a plot near path with which each wall is associated. 
On this plot a native from each site’s planting palette can be 
chosen by the family and planted, adding yet another layer of 
individualisation to the process. 

5

5 Years

10 Years

15 Years

Year 1 Year 25 Year 50

Brooklyn Wall View Brooklyn Niche Occupation Progression  

3.1

Figure 56. Brooklyn Wall View
Source: The Author

Figure 57. Brooklyn Niche Occupation Progression
Source: The Author

Figure 58. Long Term Niche Occupation
Source: The Author
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Niche Explosion Columbarium AssemblyNiche Section
Scale - 1:5

Figure 59. Niche Explosion
Source: The Author

Figure 60. Niche Section
Source: The Author

Figure 61. Columbarium Assembly Diagram
Source: The Author

Precast Concrete Units Flowers / Offerings Ledge.

8mm Steel 
Inscription Plate.

Translucent Tinted Cap (Glass) Transparent Cap (Glass)
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Conclusions

The design process executed in this chapter has led to the 
design of two spaces for the dead which  break from many of 
the current traditions in urban spaces for the dead, particularly 
when considered as a part of the larger network design from the 
previous chapter.

Rather than sitting within existing large scale cemeteries 
they are nearby to the communities for whom they are built. They 
respond to this context by accommodating the various needs of 
the communities and mitigating their impact on the surrounding 
land uses and how those and uses might effect them. This is 
done by layering several distinctive spaces leading up to the 
columbarium, creating a transition from public to intimate.

These design case studies serve as examples of the design 
principles, particularly the final two, being implemented. They 
will be looked at as tests of the principles in the exegesis which 
follows, and will help to gauge their value.





Exegesis

VII
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Introduction

In order to contribute to the discipline and the specific area of 
research of the thesis, its outputs need to be critically assessed. 

This chapter seeks to reflect on both the design proposal for 
Wellington City and the design principles which have served as its 
underlying structure.

This is achieved first through a more general review of the 
design, reflecting on some of the aspects which, while not directly 
related to the design principles, are none the less of significance. 
Next each of the five design principles are used to assess the 
design and the value of each principle is also reviewed. 

Following this the relationships between these principles 
are reflected on. Finally a conclusion is made, visiting the 
implications of the thesis and the potential for further research in 
the area.
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General Design Discussion

Early investigations of the precedent case studies revealed 
that spaces for the dead, particularly columbaria (as upright 
opaque elements which often block views from multiple sides) 
often lack proper consideration of Crime Prevention Through 
Environmental Design (CPTED) issues. (Fig. 63 & 64) As these 
precedent case studies were located within existing cemeteries, 
with gates that would close after hours, this was not a problem, 
however in transferring the tradition to the suburban core, such 
issues become much more important. 

The first step to avoiding such issues was the choice of a 
single layered niche with openings on both sides, as is the case at 
Hörnli. Through this it is able to reduce areas of low visibility.

However avoiding CPTED issues has often caused issues, 
particularly in relation to the principle of Layered Intimacy, as 
intimacy effectively requires areas of low visibility. This has been 
approached by screening, both with vegetation and perforated 
steel fencing. In order to avoid entrapment spots, both walls have 
been given openings through to their front sides. (Fig 62) However 
this does compromise the strong design integrity of the wall, 
particularly at the Brooklyn site where it serves as the viewing 
platform’s ‘end’.

Entrapment Spots
Movement Predictors
Areas of Low Visibility

Figure 62. Kilbirnie and Brooklyn CPTED Considerations
Source: The Author

Figure 63. Nieuwe Ooster CPTED Analysis
Source: The Author

Figure 64. Hörnli CPTED Analysis
Source: The Author
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One question is who would actually administer these 
spaces? This thesis has operated under the assumption that the 
network would be constructed and administered by the local 
council, as they the existing system, and are in fact bound by the 
Burial and Cremation Act to do so. However when considering 
the principles as a model for application across a wide variety of 
contexts, it is important to note that other models might also 
prove successful, particularly in other legislative contexts (outside 
of New Zealand). 

The concept of a private trust, established by local 
government but held by the local community, might allow for a 
greater investment of confidence in the projects, and a sense of 
ownership of the public space. This would allow each suburb to 
develop a commemorative space which was tailored to their own 
needs.

Weather it is administered centrally (where rates would, 
at least in part, subsidise it) or through some other model, the 
economic sustainability of the columbarium would have to be 
ensured. One of the biggest issues, particularly in Wellington, is 
that currently plots are purchased with one lump sum, however 
the cemetery must be maintained in perpetuity.  (Cemetery 
Management Plan 21) This means that older cemeteries effectively 

become money sinks. As few plots remain, very little money 
comes in, however maintenance costs are higher than ever, 
leading to an unstable economic equation.

It is for this reason that the niches of the columbarium 
would not be sold in perpetuity, but leased for a period of time. 
After 25 years the family would be given the option to renew the 
lease or transfer the ashes to a designated scattering / planting 
plot, adding another layer to the commemoration process while 
freeing the niche, allowing for greater economic sustainability.

However it does need to be acknowledged that such a 
system would likely serve as a slight culture shock to those used to 
perpetual interment. While people are more comfortable with the 
disinterment of cremated remains than that of buried ones, and 
scattering of ashes is already a widely practiced ritual, it is likely 
that this cultural shift would need to occur gradually.
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Brooklyn

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Brooklyn site needs 
to serve as the beginning of the Moturoa stream, and in many 
ways this also makes it the northern entrance to Central Park 
(although an entrance of sorts already exists roughly 100m down 
Brooklyn road). The design’s two tiered staircase, which kinks at 
the stormwater exit which feeds the stream in order to create a 
connection between is intended to serve this function.

However this is not visible from street level, while the 
viewing platform is. The platform may spark intrigue which then 
leads people down to the stairs. However a more pronounced 
entrance may be necessary for the site to act as ‘the entrance’ 
rather than ‘an entrance’. It is difficult to balance this programme 
(which is effectively a third land use to be integrated) with the 
viewing platform and columbarium while allowing each to retain 
their integrity.

Kilbirnie

The easement over which the proposed community walkway runs 
is a likely source of controversy, as it is there to allow for sewerage 
from the city to be carried out to the treatment plant at Moa 
Point. While this fact is not well known and therefore unlikely 
to impact on people’s perceptions of the site, it does create some 
issues.

 The Kilbirnie Town Centre Plan states that any intervention on 
the easement would need to allow continued access to the pipes 
sitting below. (McIndoe et al. 26) However in order to provide the 
space necessary, the columbarium must encroach slightly on  the 
easement. While it would not obstruct access to the pipes, as it 
extends only 1/3 of the way on to the area, some alteration to the 
easement’s border might be necessary, which might cause issues.

Unlike Brooklyn, Kilbirnie lacks shelter directly adjacent 
to the columbarium wall. This is not a necessity; the majority 
of the precedents were left open to the elements. However in 
Wellington’s climate the inclusion of some form of shelter beyond 
the large Kanuka might be necessary.

Easement Boundary

Pipe Location

Figure 65. Hörnli CPTED Analysis
Source: The Author
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Informed Introduction Discussion

For Kilbirnie, which is in many ways a centre to several adjacent 
suburbs as well as itself, the core is arbitrarily constrained by 
council defined borders, which hardly fit with the principle’s 
intended purpose, as the local community do not, for instance, 
make a distinction between Kilbirnie and Lyall Bay as a line in 
the ground. In many ways the selected site could be seen as an 
inter-suburb option catering to Kilbirnie, Rongatai and Lyall Bay, 
particularly considering the walkway will pass through all three.

In several cases sites which were selected within the core 
are later in the site selection process (while carrying out Obvious 
Improvement or Infill Impacts) found to be too close to the 
community’s centre. While knowing the exterior limits of the 
core is important, it seems that also establishing a series of ‘no go’ 
zones may prevent redundant work assessing sites which are too 
close for comfort. 

The layered analysis involved in the application of this principle 
helps to establish a ‘ball park’ area from which sites will be 
selected. It is important that the principle be kept in mind 
while carrying out the rest of site selections, and that the site’s 
appropriateness in relation to the principle of an ‘informed 

introduction’ be considered from the city scale all the way to the 
parcel.

The simplification of roadways down to primary, secondary 
and tertiary allows for gaining a simplified understanding of the 
suburb at a large scale. However variables such as traffic volumes 
and pedestrian usage should also be known for major routes 
within the suburb. In particular, it could we worth investigating 
any situations where a primary road is actually serving 
predominantly as a thoroughfare for people from other areas. 
For instance the state highway to the north-east of Kilbirnie has 
been noted because, while it carries high volumes of traffic, few 
of these individuals will actually be from the local community. In 
some other cases during the site selection chapter, this issue was 
missed. Constable St in Newtown was seen as a primary road and 
created an extension of the ‘core area’, however in retrospect much 
of this use would come from those commuting from Kilbirnie and 
beyond.

1
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Obvious Improvement Discussion

While public stairways were identified as potential sites across a 
number of suburbs during the application of this principle, when 
the sites were examined at a closer scale access always became 
an issue. As such they may need to be omitted from the palette 
of underutilised spaces because, although they may present a 
development opportunity of some type, access is a necessity for a 
columbarium as many of the users do not have full mobility.

In some cases multiple land uses were added as a part of 
the clear benefit section of the principle. However in situations 
such as the viewing platform, columbarium and stormwater exit 
(and eventually park entrance) found in Brooklyn this becomes 
a little too complex. Rather than attempting to evenly distribute 
and integrate each of the land uses throughout the site, it may 
have been better to focus on two: the columbarium and the one of 
most obvious benefit, while allowing other land uses to become 
secondary programmes which, while still taken in to account, are 
no longer the design focus.

The techniques used in locating sites within the core may 
not align properly with the type of sites being sought. The sub 
principle of underutilised spaces has lacked an experiential scale 

&

22.1 2.2

through the site selection process. These spaces are inherently the 
type of space one doesn’t come across when examining from plan 
view, but rather something that is stumbled upon while walking 
the streets. 

The two sub principles, while both working toward the same 
goal, go about it in very different ways and could almost be seen as 
separate principles both operating at similar scales. However by 
collecting the two together it does allow each to align specifically 
toward this goal, rather than being abstract principles with little 
relationship to the introduction of columbaria.
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Infill Impacts Discussion

As almost every site is adjacent to a road, more effort to 
distinguish types of road may have allowed for a better 
understanding of the potential impact on the site. While the 
degree to which they would impact the site was identified during 
visits and recorded during each site’s Infill Impacts assessment, 
had they been broken down in to different types of road prior to 
this, such site by site assessment may not have been necessary.

On the Brooklyn site the apartments on the corner of 
Brooklyn and Ohiro will, despite the mitigation provided by 
the Kotukutuku, have a fairly strong visual connection to the 
columbarium space. While this alleviates some CPTED concerns, 
it does mean that the infill will have some impact on these 
apartments. 

With the residential development to the Kilbirnie site’s North 
in the bus barn, the intention is for the columbarium space 
and walkway to occur prior to the establishment of 600 new 
dwellings. Even with this, the problem of reverse sensitivity of 
those moving in, plus the potential for the developers to take 
issue with the columbarium before breaking ground on their own 
project.

The potential for changes in societal attitudes surrounding death 
over time mean that the priorities of this principle will have to be 
malleable. While initially the focus will need to be on preventing 
effects by the spaces for the dead, if people do become more 
comfortable, this may shift to controlling the effects the space 
experiences in order to craft the best possible experience.

This also links to the fact that the principle tends to focus 
on the negative impacts, and how to mitigate them. There may 
be value in identifying potential positive impacts of a particular 
infill, and finding a way to amplify them.

While the application of this principle has been based 
almost entirely on adjacent land uses, there is an in between 
scale which has effectively been omitted: The parcel chosen will 
potentially have impacts and be impacted on not just adjacent 
land uses but on the ‘block’ or ‘street’ as a suburban entity.33.1 3.2
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Layered Intimacy Discussion

In both designs the access ramps have been used as ‘areas’. 
However they are almost inherently transition spaces rather than 
true ‘layers’. In Brooklyn they are slightly less transitional due to 
the perpendicular bands of planting and seating used to make 
each area distinctive, however in Kilbirnie they are serve only to 
funnel from the boardwalk spaces to the interment area. They are 
almost threshold areas between thresholds, and do not contribute 
to the layered intimacy principle as effectively as the distinctive 
areas which they link.

The Brooklyn gravel transition markers may not be entirely 
noticeable for the less haptic user. The surface threshold may 
need some form of augmentation. It is possible that the change 
from a slope to a landing and back again may serve this purpose.

The implied ‘portals’ may be obscured by the planting 
(in particular the Mahoe). The use of some horizontal element 
connecting the two ‘pillars’ might be necessary to prevent this. 
Perhaps even a simple wire with the Clematis trained along it.

This principle has been applied in what is still a fairly linear 
fashion, following Alexander’s principles perhaps too closely. 

Certainly the Brooklyn site is effectively a single sequence of 
spaces, while Kilbirnie does have two approaches, each echoing 
the same sequence. In many ways the principle could be altered 
to allow for a more ‘onion skin’ style of layering where the areas 
are bands wrapping around a core space which can be approached 
from a range of sides, allowing for a less linear spatial sequence.

In many ways the outer layers are all there simply to be 
passed through, rather than functional areas in their own right. 
It may be necessary to assign some specific programme to these 
spaces, such as a space for filling watering cans / disposing of old 
flowers or even a space for ceremonies which is separated from the 
space for interment.

44.1 4.2
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Individualised Interment Discussion

During the initial few years the wall will be relatively 
‘underpopulated’, meaning that it may lack in texture. It might 
be necessary to implement ‘placeholder’ caps which help to 
spark interest in the wall, or even having the caps in place from 
the beginning. However this would limit the extent to which the 
community would begin to associate the ‘front’ of the wall with 
certain individuals, because the introduction of a new urn would 
no longer be a noticeable action.

It is certainly important to provide multiple ways of 
individualising interments, not just one. An individual is likely 
to have a number of people who might visit their memorial. Each 
of these people will perceive this individual differently and it is 
important that they have the opportunity to express themselves 
through the option of their choice, rather than forcing just one on 
them.

The principle of individualised interment could also be 
applied at the city scale. By allowing each suburb to individualise 
their wall, either through the trust model described in the general 
design discussion or alternatively by designing the wall to be 
somehow ‘open source’, to make some sort of formal response 

to the commemorative practices of that particular suburb. This 
would allow the columbarium to individualise not only to the 
person, but also to the community as a whole.

5
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Synthesis of Principles

The Informed Introduction principle is both the largest scale 
principle, and the one which is most key to the aim of the thesis. 
Because of this, while it is applied early within site selection, it is 
also taken into consideration throughout the whole process. 

While assessing potential sites through the infill impacts 
principle at the scale of several parcels, the concept of this site’s 
location with relation to the suburbs ‘core’  and the location of the 
community’s centre should still be accounted for.

While the Infill Impacts principle is primarily applied during 
the site selection process, certain impacts identified through the 
principle must then be mitigated. As such Infill Impacts also 
needs to be worked in to the design process. Both the Obvious 
Improvement and Layered Privacy principles all allow for this.

The added value section of the Obvious Improvement 
principle, when carried out on site, seeks to align the purpose of 
the columbarium with that of the other land use. This mitigates 
the impacts of the columbarium on surrounding land uses by 
‘masking’ the purpose of the site. 

Though  Layered Privacy the impacts of surrounding land 
uses can be filtered so that they do not affect the inner interment 
space. The outer layers, through planting, screens and level 
changes can begin  to ‘absorb’ the publicness of the surround 
environment, allowing for the inner area to maintain a more 
intimate one.

There is an inherent conflict between the principle of 
Layered Intimacy and the underutilised spaces section of Obvious 
Improvement. As most of the underutilised spaces are relatively 
small parcels, often with awkward shapes and slopes, the ability to 
establish the sequence of spaces is required for a Layered Privacy. 

This is particularly true if Alexander’s notion of a sequence 
running from larger spaces to smaller ones is followed. There is 
effectively a minimum space that needs to be provided adjacent 
to the columbarium wall in order to accommodate commitment 
ceremonies as well as general commemorative activity. If each 
area leading up to this one must be larger, then the exterior 
layer is likely to be too large to be accommodated in most of the 
underutilised spaces identified throughout the site selection 
process.

&
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Conclusions

The words ‘find’ and ‘space’ are perhaps the most important ones 
within the stated aim in the introduction to this thesis: 

To find space for the dead within today’s suburbs.

 ‘Find’ because the place where this land use should go is not, like 
with many other land uses, explicit or subject to some best practice. 
This is effectively why these spaces have been pushed to the periphery, 
because no system has been in place to find space for them. 

‘Space’ because, particularly with columbaria, exactly how to 
assemble and compose the wall and the spaces associated with it is 
relatively under-investigated. The concept of a columbarium as a 
new ‘type’ of space for the dead is almost universally unfamiliar and 
requires careful development.

The principles developed through the research in this thesis have 
allowed for an investigation of this aim, first at an abstract contextual 
level and then through a more specific design test applying them to 
Wellington City. While there are certainly overlaps the site selection 
process is effectively a response to the ‘find’ while the design responds 
to the ‘space’.

Implications

There is the potential for the Design Principles to be refined 
through further research, and to be tested through further design 
case studies. Their application to cities with different contexts 
and demographics would further highlight their strengths and 
weaknesses. 

The goal is that these principles might also be of help for 
practitioners looking to realise such a scheme, or carry out some 
design involving a new type of space for the dead.

With this said, the wider topic of space for the dead through 
the lense of spatial design disciplines is still extremely under-
developed. This thesis has focused on suburbs, but while the 
majority of urban dwellers now live in such places, there are 
a significant number who also chose to live in the city centre. 
The question of how a  space for the dead might be aligned 
with a city’s centre, rather than a suburbs, certainly warrants 
investigation.

Populations have also become more transient, with 
people moving, on average, every 10 years this. While this thesis 
investigates a location specific space for the dead, the question of 

how a population with no strong connection to a single suburb, 
city or even country might be provided with a space for the dead.

As this thesis focuses almost entirely on culturally 
nonspecific options, there is still room for investigation into 
networks which begin to provide for multiple cultural contexts. In 
particular, when the country has an endemic spatial tradition: the 
Urupa (or Maori burial ground), that has barely been investigated 
from a spatial design perspective, it is important that such 
research occur.

Ultimately this thesis investigates one of many possible 
models for the distribution and composition of spaces for the 
dead. However as an augmentation to an existing system, with a 
series of design principles as an explicit underlying structure, this 
model allows for finding space for the dead in today’s suburbs. It 
is a step towards suburban populations having a greater awareness 
of their own mortality, and one would hope, a better appreciation 
of life.
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